Cranberries
Noel Hogan’s Sonic Songcraft

By Kyle Swenson
fter being together ten years and
selling 28 million records, the
Cranberries have a pretty good
handle on writing hit songs. So
when it came time to record Bury the Hatchet
[Island], the band’s fourth album, guitarist
Noel Hogan and singer/guitarist Dolores O’Riordan already had a solid songwriting plan.
“After we have the basic structure for a
song down,” says Hogan, “Dolores will record
a vocal and I’ll start working guitar parts
around it. The vocal is a very important part
of the band, so I can’t do loads of stuff that
will pull attention away from it. Our first pro
ducer, Steven Street, used to say that a song
is like a bottle. If you fill it until it overflows,
you’ve blown it.”
To support O’Riordan’s larger-than-life
voice, Hogan and co-producer Benedict Fen
ner double-tracked all the album’s acoustic
guitars and stereo-panned them for a full,
dense sound. “Benedict plastered mics all over
the studio,” says Hogan. “Then he’d listen to
each mic position and decide which sounds
complemented each other—room with close
mic, front mic with rear mic, and so on.”
Most of the guitar sounds on Hatchet are
fairly straightforward, but Hogan occasion
ally challenged himself to find new and un
usual tones. “We have this big box of old ped
als that we’ve picked up on our travels,” he
says. “We buy all these things and then forget
about them until, one day, we’ll look at the
box and say, ‘What have we got in there that
could make something sound really strange?’
The spaceship-sounding intro to ‘Desperate
Andy’ came about that way. I turned up all
my amps until they produced this really mad
distortion, and then hooked them up to this
’60s Watkins Copicat tape delay. My guitar
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“Sometimes you
spend forever
trying to finish a
song,” says Hogan,
“and then, one
day, you’re playing
the song without
even thinking, and
your hand takes
over and finishes
the thing for you.”

tech varied the delay time, while I ju st
slapped the guitar a bunch of times until we
got this really strange sound.”
Hogan typically runs through at least two
amps simultaneously, and at times, has all
three of his amps blaring at once. (Onstage,
he adds a fourth amp—a “Vox in a box” that’s
stored in a flight case—to produce a dry guitar

‘‘When I’m onstage is the only time I feel in control.”—Pat Travers, Jan. '80 GP

signal throughout the show.)
“I find it makes a bigger and fuller sound
to always have two amps on,” he says. “The
Mesa/Boogie Mark II is great for a big, but not
dirty sound, and I use my Vox AC30 for a
crunchy sound that just kind of rumbles un
derneath. Finally, my Marshall 30th Anniver
sary combo is there for that ballsy effect.”
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THE CR A N B ER R IES
With such a huge, layered guitar sound,
Hogan has discovered he can’
t afford to be slop
py with his rhythm playing. But he has also
learned that stressing out about his tim ing is
counterproductive. “
When we play, I don ’
t co n 
centrate too hard,”he confesses. “
I just kind o f
get with the swing of it. I don’
t focus on the bass
drum or the snare to keep time, like som e play
ers do. Once the song starts, I just close my eyes
and go with it. If I start concentrating too hard,
I’
ll usually end up doing something stupid like
forgetting the chords!”
El

BERRY JUICE
Guitars: Fender Telecaster, Fender Stratocaster, Gibson Les Paul, PRS Artist 22,
Taylor jumbo acoustic.

Amps: Marshall 30th Anniversary 100watt tube combo, M esa/Boogie M ark
II, Vox AC30.
Effects: DOD Chorus, Heet Sound EBow,
Roland CE 301 Chorus Echo, Watkins
Copicat delay.
Strings: D 'Addario .009s.
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“
Illinois Blues,”Rev. Gary Davis with “
Slow
Blues,”and Blind Boy Fuller with “
Pigmeat.”In
each case, Cephas walks a tightrope, balancing
the writer’
s original vision with his own.
Cephas plucks a pair o f sweet-toned Tay
lors— a Grand Auditorium and a Jumbo cut
away. Both are equipped with Fishman pickup
systems and light-gauge D ’
Addario or D ’
A rco
strings. While Cephas plays extensively in stan
dard tuning, he feels open tunings are often
necessary for the right feel. “
My favorite is Dm,”
he allows. “
I play a lot o f Skip James with that
tuning. I play Blind Blake songs in open D, and
som etim es I’
ll play in Sebastapol [open E ] or
open G, too.”
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Homemade’
s m ost moving original, “
I Was
Determined,”is autobiographical. “
T hat’
s my
life story right there,”Cephas explains. “
I can
rem em ber way back as a kid hearing all those
folks playing and singing: Blind Boy Fuller, Gary
Davis, Muddy Waters, and Skip James. I was so
inspired. It becam e em bedded in my mind—I
was determined to play them blues. And I still
have that burning desire inside. I guess I’
m a
hopeless case—I can’
t put this guitar down!”‘
I

